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On the reduction of raw image data in the context of the
appearance-based approach to robot navigation
Martin Hülse, Frédéric Labrosse and Mark Lee
Abstract— The appearance-based approach towards robot
navigation is based on a pixel-wise comparison of images.
Recent research has shown that the Euclidean distance in image
space provides a robust method for robot homing, navigation
along routes and topological mapping. The objective of this
paper is to investigate how image data can be reduced in
order to minimise the computational cost for the image distance
calculation without loosing the robustness of the method. A
simple 1-D scenario is used to test three different types of
reduction methods: one focuses on specific and predefined image
regions, one uses fractal sets, while the last is based on a
stochastic process. We show that with less than 10% of the
data a similar performance can be achieved with the stochastic
method, which is then used on a real case study (the visual
compass) to assess its performance in a real situation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The appearance-based approach towards visual navigation
for autonomous robots has been shown to be a robust method
for indoor and outdoor applications [5]. In particular, it
was shown that a simple pixel-wise comparison between
images taken along a route (way-images) and the current
image is enough to create topological maps [9] and to make
a robot navigate along routes composed of a succession
of way-images [6] without any topographical information.
More specifically, the methods were based on the Euclidean
distance between images Ii and Ij :
v
uw×h c
uX X
2
(Ii (k, l) − Ij (k, l)) ,
(1)
d(Ii , Ij ) = t
k=1 l=1

where Ii (k, l) represents the l-th color component of pixel k.
In consequence, robot navigation tasks can be performed using raw visual input and don’t need to involve any filters, feature detection processes or landmarks detection/recognition.
A similar approach has been used to visually track objects
specified only by their appearance, i.e., an image of them.
The Euclidean distance was then used to locate in live images
a geometric transformation of the appearance that takes into
account changes in view point. Two different applications of
the method were proposed in [8], where the systems ran in
real-time using full images.
Nevertheless, autonomous robot systems usually have limited CPU speed and memory. Both limitations suggest that
an application of the appearance-based approach does fit best
autonomous systems of high robot-environment interaction
dynamics, if data reduction can be involved. By data reduction, in contrast to compression, we mean that the distance
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measure between two images involves far less pixels per
image than originally provided by the camera.
Former studies have indicated that data reduction techniques create better error-surfaces if sampling covers the
whole image data rather than using pre-selected and fixed
image regions [2]. This is in fact a not surprising conclusion
(that we confirm ourselves later) given that the robustness
of appearance-based methods is in part due to the global
nature of Eq. (1). Indeed, because all the pixels contribute
to the distance between images, small, localised changes
in appearance don’t affect dramatically the comparison of
appearances. Any departure from the global nature of the
method can in fact create artifacts in the image comparison
that in turn will change the behaviour of the system ([5]
gives a good example of that, see Section VI).
In this paper we propose, compare and evaluate three
methods of data reduction and present their suitability for
the appearance-based approach. Although this approach is
usually applied to panoramic images and robot movements
in two dimensions or more, our initial investigation deals
only with a one-dimensional scenario. However, the reader
will see that these experiments lead to interesting insights,
which can be directly applied to the 2-dimensional standard
domain.
In Section II we introduce our experimental setup, which
performs the distance measures between different images in
one-dimension. Section III defines the three methods for data
reduction. The first is based on selected image-regions, the
second is based on a stochastic approach, while the last uses
image coverages of fractal dimensions. Section IV presents
results of applying the three coverages to a specific dataset. In
Section V, the stochastic method is used in a real application,
that of estimating the orientation of a robot using only the
succession of images along its path [6]. In Section VI we
evaluate our results from a more general viewpoint, leading
us to suggestions for the classical two-dimensional domain
of the appearance-based approach.
II. A 1- DIMENSIONAL TEST SCENARIO
Our test scenario involves a pan-tilt-verge system, which
can be equipped with two cameras. In this context, we used
only one camera and the corresponding verge-axis. A sample
of 51 images was recorded, equally distributed within the
interval (− π4 ; π4 ). The camera has a horizontal and vertical
field of view of respectively 94◦ and 69◦ (see Fig. 1). Thus,
the sampled images cover a horizontal visual field of 180◦ .
The original 1032×778 resolution of the images was reduced
to 729 × 729 in order to apply all three data reduction
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methods directly for the same data set. Indeed, the fractal
reduction fits best with this dimension and for the other
methods the dimension is not essential. Furthermore, the use
of raw image data means, in our scenario, that we directly
operate on the delivered Bayer pattern image data without
creating the RGB color images before image distances are
calculated (Fig. 1) [1], [11].
The image captured at position 0.0 was used as reference
image R. Each image Ii has now a specific distance d(R, Ii )
to this reference. This distance value, here a scalar, is essentially the only piece of information the whole appearancebased methods use. The solid curve in the diagram shown in
Fig. 2 illustrates the typical evolution of the distance values
while the camera starts at position − π4 and moves towards
position π4 , going through a zero distance at position 0.0,
which is the position of the reference image R.
The distance values are normalized by dividing them
with the number of pixels involved in the image distance
calculation. Hence, the values represented by the solid curve
1
, since all
in the diagram of Fig. 2 are multiplied with 729·729
pixels were used. In contrast the second curve (dashed line)
of the same diagram uses only 19,721 pixels (≈ 3.7%) of the
original image data. Despite this significant data reduction
we have an unexpectedly good match with the curve where
all pixels were used. The actual data reduction applied in the
second sample is indicated by the bottom image in Fig. 2.
The dark dots in this image, together creating the mask or
coverage, indicate those pixels involved in the calculation of
the distance. This coverage is based on a fractal structure,
namely Sierpiński carpets [7]. Encouraged by this promising
example, we have systematically investigated different methods of data reduction based on three distinct types of data
coverage.
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Fig. 2. Mask representing a specific coverage of raw image data (bottom).
The black dots represent the pixels used for the calculation of image distance
and cover only 3.7% of the whole image. The diagram (top) shows the
evolution of image distance values operating on the reduced dataset (dashed
line) in comparison to image distance values based on the whole dataset
(solid line). The mean error and standard deviation of the error between
these two graphs are 3.18 and 4.50, respectively.
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Fig. 3. Masks for the region-based image data reduction. Notice, each of
these “small” images represents the coverage of a 729 × 729 image.

III. DATA REDUCTION APPROACHES
We have investigated three different types of image data
reduction. In the first method only specific regions in an image are considered. We call it region-based image coverage.
The masks we applied to reduce the data are shown in Fig. 3.
They provide reductions of 75%, 50%, and significantly less
than 50% of the data. Black regions indicate the used pixels
of the images of resolution 729 × 729.
The second image reduction method is based on a random
process. Whether or not a given pixel is involved is randomly
chosen based upon a given probability p and a uniformly

Fig. 1. Bayer pattern images for three camera positions: − π4 (left), 0.0
(middle), and π4 (right).

distributed random process. In that way p obviously determines the amount of data used. Once an image coverage is
determined in this manner, it is fixed and is applied for the
computation of all distance values. In the following we call
this method probability-based image coverage.
The last method lies qualitatively between the region and
probability-based approaches. It is based on fractal sets,
called Sierpiński carpets [7]. Sierpiński carpets result from
an iterative process where a pattern is successively used to
replace specific regions in an evolving pattern. In Fig. 4 two
examples are shown, illustrating this process. One starts with
a given pattern, here a square divided into 3 × 3 equal subsquares. The sub-squares are labeled either black or white,
which creates a specific pattern. At each iteration the original
pattern is used to replace all the black labeled regions, by
this pattern again. This leads to a finer partition of the
originally given pattern. After the first iteration, when each
black labeled square is replaced by the pattern, we have a
square subdivided into 9 × 9 = 81 regions, instead of the
9 regions given in the original pattern. After 5 iterations
we have a “fractal set” represented on a square, regularly

TABLE I
E RROR VALUES OF REGION BASED IMAGE COVERAGE
coverage
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
Fig. 4. Two examples of the first three iterations towards Sierpiński carpets.
The first pattern (top) has a larger fractal dimension than the second and
therefore the coverage is larger.

subdivided into 729 × 729 equal sub-squares. This pattern
can directly be interpreted as a coverage or data reduction
mask for our 729 × 729 image data.
Having a 3 × 3 sub-divided square as original structure,
there are 29 possible masks generating different image coverages. For trivial reasons, we can exclude the two cases
where all 9 sub-squares of the original pattern are labeled
with the same color. Further more, we have selected out those
initial patterns containing only 3 or less black labeled subsquares. The remaining patterns will generate sets having a
fractal dimension larger than 1, which is needed for masks
covering a 2-dimensional space [7]. One has to notice that
in consequence a mask, and therefore the resulting coverage,
can have one of five different fractal dimensions. For our 3×3
initial patterns the fractal dimension df (n) is defined as:
df (n) =

log(n)
,
log(3)

where n ∈ N is the number of black labeled sub-squares in
the initial pattern and per definition we have 4 ≤ n ≤ 8.
IV. E XPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In order to compare the different coverages we calculate
the mean error x and standard derivation σ 2 between the two
distance values resulting from the use of the reduced and the
complete data set:
¶2
N µ
1 X d(f (R, M ), f (Ii , M )) d(R, Ii )
,
−
x=
N i=1
card(M )
w×h
where N is the number of images (here we have 51) and
f (I, M ) represents the reduced image data, if mask M
is applied to image I. The term card(M ) indicates the
number of pixels of coverage M . The value of card(M ) is
used for normalization. Therefore, an image distance without
data reduction is normalized by the number of pixels of the
original image (given as the product of width w and height
h). In the presented scenario we have 7292 as normalization
factor for the original data set.
A. Region-Based Coverage
The results of the region-based data reduction are presented in Table I.
Not surprisingly the larger the region is, the smaller the
error becomes. However, even in the best cases (masks A

x
7.7
4.7
63.3
47.2
102.8
37.4
42.6

σ2
7.6
4.0
64.3
38.7
92.2
51.2
39.0

rel. data (%)
≈ 75
≈ 75
≈ 50
≈ 50
≈ 50
≈ 35
≈ 25

and B), the absolute errors have magnitudes of over 10%
of the reference data (no reduction), which values range
between 0 and approximately 65. On the other hand, we have
significantly different error values for the three masks C, D,
and E, although all of them use 50% of the data.
These results tell us that the structure of the regions (form,
placement and orientation in the image) has a big impact
on the error, and not only the amount of data which is
used. All in all, the region-based data reduction seems to
be not a good choice, since suitable regions/structures can
hardly be estimated a priori. Thus, the whole method is rather
inapplicable, especially for autonomous robots in changing
environments.
B. Fractal Coverage
As we have mentioned above, there are five different
types of fractal coverage, which are distinct due to their
fractal dimension df . It is important to mention that equal
fractal dimension means that the corresponding coverage size
(number of black labeled pixels) is equal too. Hence, even if
the resulting structures of the masks look very different, the
masks provide the same amount of data as long the fractal
dimension is the same.
In consequence, we have five groups of masks with equal
fractal dimensions and all the masks in one group provide
the same number of pixels.
According to the definition above, we have 381 masks of
fractal dimension in the range 1 to 2. From these 381 masks
we have only tested 50, because the remaining masks can be
transformed (by rotation or mirroring) into one of these 50
examples.
It turned out that the error values can be significantly
different between two masks although they have equal fractal
dimension (see Fig. 5 (top)). Hence, again it seems the
structure of the initial patterns highly influence the quality
of the data reduction.
Selecting the best mask for each fractal dimension, we
obtain the errors given in Table II and shown in Fig. 5
(bottom). Considering the mean error values, we can again
point out that a larger fractal dimension corresponds to less
error. However, comparing the best fractal coverages with the
region-based examples we can see much smaller absolute
errors. For instance, if n = 8 we have a fractal coverage
using almost 50% of the data, which is similar to masks C,
D, and E from the region based method. In this case the mean
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Fig. 5. Top diagram: mean error x over the amount of data for all 50 basic
masks of fractal dimension df (see text for details). Bottom diagram: mean
error and standard derivation of the best mask for each fractal dimension.
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log(n)
df (n) = log(3)
n=4
n=5
n=6
n=7
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x
120.2
75.9
50.8
30.6
16.5

σ2
106.8
89.9
53.1
28.3
21.0
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TABLE II

best
(x; σ 2 )

rel. data (%)

(44.8; 41.5)
(17.3; 28.5)
(4.4; 4.7)
(9.1; 6.9)
(2.8; 2.9)

≈ 0.8
≈ 2.9
≈ 8.8
≈ 22.1
≈ 49.3

error (16.5 ± 21.0) of the fractal coverage is significantly
smaller than for D (47.2 ± 38.7), the best candidate of the
region based method.
Again, we see that the structure of the fractal coverage,
determined by the labeling of the initial patterns, highly
influences the quality of the coverage. An a priori estimation,
indicating which structure leads to reasonable small errors
for a specific environment, does not exist.
However, fractal coverages operate on much less data
(approximately 1–50%), which makes it hard to relate the
overall result to that of the region based approach. This gap
can be closed by the the probability based method described
next.
C. Probability-Based Coverage
As mentioned above, in the probability based method the
pixels involved in the image distance calculation are randomly selected. Once such a random mask is generated for
a given probability p, it is fixed for the distance calculation
of the whole sample. For each value of p we generated ten
different masks and applied them independently for the given
sample. Table III summarises the results for selected values
of p. Notice that the mean value and standard deviation in this
table refer to different qualities compared to the tables above.
We now have the mean and deviation of the error values
resulting from the 10 tests for fixed p, but each test running
with a new, randomly generated mask. As it is shown in

Fig. 6. Mean and standard deviation of the errors resulting from different
probabilities p, while for each value of p we have 10 runs.

Fig. 6 we tested the whole interval for probabilities between
0.01 (1% of the pixels) and 0.5 (50% of the pixels). The
results indicate that the probability based method delivers the
best results, without any exception. Rather surprisingly, they
generate best and almost perfect matchings using only 1% of
the data. With p = 0.01, the errors vary only around ≈ 0.5.
Comparing these variations with the absolute values of the
image distances (ranging between 0 and 65) then we can say
that for the appearance-based approach to robot navigation
such small errors are rather irrelevant. Further more, for
p > 0.1 we have, in effect, an error of zero. However, small
errors can have a dramatic effect when accumulated, as it
will be shown in the next Section V.
D. Summary
The overall picture of the three reduction methods is
summarized in Fig. 7. The less structured our coverage is
the better the matching with the original data becomes. The
probability-based method, even with only 1% of the data
(thin black line) provides a matching that none of the other
methods can achieve.
V. C ASE STUDY: THE VISUAL COMPASS
In order to test the theory presented above in a real
situation, we ran an experiment previously published [5],
reducing the images using the probability-based coverage.
The visual compass uses a property of panoramic images: they only present a horizontal shift of their pixels if
the camera rotates around its optical axis. Therefore, the
change in orientation between two images grabbed from the
same position can be estimated by finding the best match
between the two images, using the Euclidean distance as
presented above, when “rotating” (column-wise shift) the
second image. Such a match is also possible if the robot (and
hence the camera) translates between the two images, albeit
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Fig. 7. Evolution of distance values for four different coverages. The bold
solid line represents the distance values without data reduction (reference
data). The doted line represents the region-based coverage applying mask
G operating on 25% of the data (see Fig. 3). The dashed line indicates the
distance values resulting from the fractal coverage using the best mask for
n = 6 (8.8% of the data used). Finally, the thin solid black line (almost
invisible due to its tiny difference to the reference data) represents data
resulting from the probabilistic method for p = 0.01 (1% of the data).

with a match of a lower quality, depending, amongst other,
on the amount of translation. By carefully choosing which
images to consider from the sequence of grabbed images,
one can accumulate local rotations to provide the orientation
of the robot along its path relative to the orientation at the
beginning. Details of the method are presented in [5].
The experiment was as follows. A robot carrying a
panoramic camera was randomly driven in various environments, grabbing and saving to disk images as it went
along, with ground truth orientation provided by a magnetic
compass. Note that the visual compass can be run in real
time (and has been used in other work as the only source of
orientation information [6]). The saved images (reduced with
the probability-based coverage) are then used to compute
the orientation of the robot along its path, the orientation
being compared to the ground truth for evaluation of the
method. We present here results obtained for the dataset
G RASS 1 from [5]. The images are 360 × 45 and only the
regions corresponding to the front and back of the robot
are considered for the visual compass (because the side
areas convey very little rotation information when the robot
translates), only using a maximum of 5400 pixels out of the
16200 (two orders of magnitude less than in Section IV).
Fig. 8 shows the error between the ground truth data and
the orientation computed by the visual compass for a number
of values of p in the probability-based coverage. For p = 1.0,
all the pixels are retained and the graph is a subset of the
one presented in [5, Fig. 18]. It is clear that only from p =
0.2 significant differences start to appear, with an obvious
degradation for p = 0.05.
One of the important aspects of the visual compass is that
it provides an estimation of the orientation that drifts only
very slowly. This property is desirable and we need to make
sure that the partial coverage does not destroy it. Because the
coverage is based on probabilities, we need to evaluate the
performance of the visual compass for a number of coverages
for each given value of p.
Figs. 9 to 12 show the error graphs for 10 different
coverages corresponding to values of p equal to, respectively,
0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5. These used an average number of
pixels, respectively of 1078, 1611, 2165 and 2719. Although

Fig. 8. Orientation error for various probabilities of the probability-based
coverage.

Fig. 9. Orientation error for 10 probability-based coverage with p = 0.2
and standard deviation of the error for each image in the sequence.

it is clear that with a probability of 0.2 the orientation drifts
significantly (the standard deviation increases), the drift is
reduced to very little when 50% of the pixels are kept.
VI. D ISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We have presented three methods to select a sub-set of
pixels to be used in image comparison, with various degrees
of structure. The results show that in the absence of a priori
information, the random scheme performs much better than
the other methods. It is not unexpected that the region-based
method would fail as the regions where chosen without
taking into account the content of the images, which is
usually not known and about which it is not desirable to make
assumptions because of often changing robot environments.
It is more surprising for the fractal coverage to perform
not as well as the random method. This is because the chosen
fractal coverage in fact creates large areas without any pixels
kept while others will have a large number of them, therefore

Fig. 12. Orientation error for 10 probability-based coverage with p = 0.5
and standard deviation of the error for each image in the sequence.
Fig. 10. Orientation error for 10 probability-based coverage with p = 0.3
and standard deviation of the error for each image in the sequence.

Fig. 11. Orientation error for 10 probability-based coverage with p = 0.4
and standard deviation of the error for each image in the sequence.

making these coverages not dissimilar from the region-based
ones. It is possible that Peano, or similar, curves might
perform better because of their more homogeneous coverage
of the image plane.
Other schemes, based on straight lines randomly organized
on the image plane have been tried and they perform
well, similarly to the random scheme presented here [2].
However, we stress the fact that repetitive structures need
to be randomly positioned by, e.g., adjusting the spacing.
Indeed, if a regular structure is used, patterns such as the
ones observed when re-sampling images to obtain sub-pixel
accuracy in the matching would appear [10], [3]. In fact,
without knowledge about the content of the images and
extra processing, any scheme that uses a systematic coverage
(such as the region-based, and to some extent the Sierpińskibased fractal, schemes proposed here) is bound to not be
as successful as a random coverage. In fact, the visual
compass does perform a selection: only the parts of the
images corresponding to the front and back of the robot

are used because they contain most of the robot’s rotation
information [5]. This could be viewed as a region-based
scheme as presented here. However, the regions here do
not correspond to image content but information content.
Moreover, it was shown in [5] that this can lead to bad
performance and a specific example was discussed at length.
A car, significantly distinct from the robot’s environment,
moving relative to the robot was suddenly appearing in the
effective field of view. This resulted in “pulling” or “pushing”
the compass by either keeping the car out of the field of view
or stabilising its position in the field of view.
We have applied the random coverage to the visual compass [5] and have shown that its performance does not
degrade significantly with as few as 50% of the pixels.
Notice that the visual compass was already performing an
important data reduction by ignoring large areas of the
images that contain little rotation information. The amount
of pixels kept in fact corresponds to 17% of the original
complete image. This is significantly more than the 1%
mentioned in Section IV-C however. This is because the
visual compass accumulates local estimations of changes
in orientation, therefore accumulating errors, however small
these might be.
The aim of the reduction of the number of pixels used
was to reduce the computational complexity. Eq. (1) shows
that the complexity of the distance measure is linear with
the number of pixels considered. Moreover, previous publications have shown that such method can be used in real
time (of the order of 10 frames per second) on low power
computers (Pentium III at 800MHz). A reduction to 50%
of the pixels would roughly double the frame rate (in fact
not quite because there are other aspects involved in the
computation). Alternatively, the resolution of the images
could be doubled, therefore improving the performance of
the system. It was indeed shown in [4] that increasing
the resolution of the panoramic images was dramatically
improving the visual compass, but this was discarded in [5]
because of the computational cost of such an increase. This
needs to be tested further.

Another avenue concerns the use of neural networks. Some
success has been shown in tasks such as object recognition
or robot navigation using images as input of neural networks
which essentially perform pixel-wise comparisons. However,
the neural networks could only use very low resolution
images for performance reasons. We have shown that an
alternative would be to use a selection of pixels from high
resolution images.
The examples presented here only covered cases with one
degree of freedom. However, there is no reason to believe
that a similar behaviour will not be seen in cases with
more degrees of freedom. In fact, the object tracking work
presented in [8] uses a sub-sampling of the images in some
cases: when the appearance is made larger, e.g., when the
object to track is too large, then only a subset of the pixels
in the corresponding area of the live image is used. This
sub-sampling covers the whole area of interest and therefore
is similar to our probability-based coverage. However, the
number of pixels contained in the appearance is typically
low (of the order of the hundreds) and any further reduction
is likely to be detrimental. On the other hand, the proposed
reduction schemes will certainly help with the computational
complexity of the whole mapping and navigation system.
This needs to be evaluated.
The important contribution of this paper is to show that reducing the amount of pixels is not detrimental to appearancebased methods. This is the case provided the reduction is
performed appropriately. In cases where no information is
available about the image content or the specifics of the task
then a probability-based coverage should be the preferred
method.
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